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Online Estate agents

Moving house can be a very stressful time, there are lots of things that you need to do in order to
make the move as smooth as possible; the is also the same for first time buyers. First time buyers
have the added stress of trying to get on the property ladder. The current borrowing rate for first
time buyers is an 80% mortgage, this means that you will have to fork out a 20% deposit. With all
these added stresses you need to make sure that you find an estate agent that can fulfil your needs.
Online estate agents is no exception. This article is aimed at exploring all of the factors that you
need to consider when choosing Coventry estate agents or any other area that you are looking to
move to. The article will then aim to inform you on where you can find more information about online
estate agents and beyond.

Online estate agents â€“ making you list and checking it twice.

Before you choose an estate agent you will need to sit down and write a checklist, this checklist is
very important and providing you stick to it, you should be sure to pick the correct online estate
agent. Here are just a few things that you will need to consider:

Budget â€“ this is a very important step before you decide on the type of property you can move into.  If
you are a first time buyer you will need to factor in the fact that you can only get an 80% mortgage.
Try and think about how much deposit you can realistically afford.

Type of area you are prepared to move into â€“ this also ties in with your budget, you will need to do
some market research at this part to find realistic areas that are suited to your budget.

The space you require â€“ within this you will need to include the amount of bedrooms you need along
with addition features like a back garden. All of these will allow you to choose the perfect estate
agents.

Once you have looked into all of the above you will be very close to choosing your perfect online
estate agents. If you would still like more information then this can be found by entering the
keywords â€˜online estate agentsâ€™ into an internet search engine.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
HouseTree.co.uk is an a online estate agents with a difference; the difference being that our client
care and attention to detail is second to none. Our a online estate agent services are of a
superlative calibre.
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